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Nym Bandak, *Ku Wandatji, the Rock Python*, 1959
Both as Director of the ANU National Centre for Indigenous Studies (NCIS) and as Council Chair of the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies (AIATSIS), I am delighted to again share some of the unique treasures collected and housed at AIATSIS.

Many of the works held by AIATSIS are extremely rare and of major historical and cultural significance. The collection includes paintings, drawings, photographs, posters, sketchbooks, and three-dimensional objects such as sculptures, bark baskets, ceremonial objects, and weavings.

AIATSIS was established as the Institute for Aboriginal Studies in the early 1960s by an Act of Parliament. One of the Institute’s goals is to develop, maintain and preserve well-documented archives and collections, and to maximise access to these materials, particularly by Indigenous people, by respecting appropriate cultural and ethical practices. Anthropological as AIATSIS’ initial agenda primarily was, many of the individual collectors involved in its early years were motivated by a passionate appreciation of the enduring qualities of Indigenous society, and this is reflected in the richness of the Institute’s vast collection.

This exhibition follows on from the exhibition *Likam’mirri – Connections* that was exhibited at the Drill Hall Gallery in 2004 and showcased a selection of key art pieces from the AIATSIS collection. For *Likam’mirri II*, guest curator Wally Caruana revisits this wonderful resource to make a selection of recently-acquired works which are contextualised by rare works from the AIATSIS archive that are of major historical and cultural significance. As with the 2004 exhibition, many of the works included in *Likam’mirri II* have never before been on public display. The catalogue prepared for this exhibition will provide for an enduring and accessible record of the collections presented in *Likam’mirri II*. It is a reminder to all of us of the extraordinary Indigenous artists who have interpreted their worlds for us to share, to contemplate and to learn from.

This exhibition and the accompanying catalogue has evolved only from the dedication and professionalism of the many people who contributed to its development, in particular the staff of NCIS, the ANU Drill Hall Gallery and AIATSIS and of course, the curatorial team of Wally Caruana, Anthony Oates and Kerstin Styche. My thanks to you all.

MICK DODSON AM
DIRECTOR, NATIONAL CENTRE FOR INDIGENOUS STUDIES
AND COUNCIL CHAIR, AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF ABORIGINAL AND TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER STUDIES
Joe Ross Apwerl, Atywerety (Bean Tree), 1999
Mickey of Ulladulla, Ship, 1880s
In 2004 the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies mounted the first exhibition of works of art from its collections under the title Likan’mirri: Connections. The Yolngu term ‘likan’ means ‘elbow’ or ‘joint’ and its extended meanings include ‘bay’, ‘inlet’, a new or crescent moon, and a totemic group, while the suffix ‘mirri’ indicates the possession of that quality of connecting.1 ‘Likan’ is the connecting element, and art is its expression. The first Likan’mirri exhibition featured works of art that expressed Indigenous people’s connections to ancestors, to country, to each other, and, in line with the work of AIATSIS historically, to broader social spheres in the modern world. The theme is continued in this, the second exhibition drawn from the Institute’s vast collections, although the emphasis here shifts to survey expressions of Indigenous Australians’ varied historical and contemporary responses to the changing worlds of modern Australia. It also draws on ideas of the place of the individual, and the group, within the social and cultural environment, as symbolised in art by the figure in the landscape.

In 1971, Fred McCarthy, the first Principal of the Institute, and its members were fully aware of the urgency of the work required of the Institute in light of ‘the impact of programs of social change promoted by the Governments and Missions throughout Australia’.2 Their brief was not simply to record the ‘ideas and objects’ of a way of life that, up until well into the twentieth century, was considered to be vanishing. Rather, if the enduring qualities of Indigenous culture and society were to continue in the modern world then it was incumbent on the Institute to study social and religious systems because of their implications for the future aspirations and opportunities of Indigenous Australians.

This exhibition draws on works by artists from the types of settlements that emerged or were imposed by dint of a range of official government policies directed at Indigenous peoples over the last century; from Aboriginal reserves and missions, to communities on customary lands, from those in rural towns to those of the large cities. However, the selection of works for this exhibition is not intended to be representative of all stylistic regions, nor is it comprehensive. Rather, it is a reflection of Indigenous people’s responses to new and changing social orders, and cultural and physical environments. Artistic commentaries on the presence of strangers on Aboriginal land date back to before the coming of Europeans. However in the south-eastern corner of the continent the largest body of work in existence today
flourished in the late nineteenth century as seen in the
drawings of Mickey of Ulladulla. Nor are all the artists in
the exhibition recognised as such: indeed they range from
those contemporary artists who practice professionally
to those whose art practice addressed traditional or local
imperatives, and to school children in Aboriginal reserves
and settlements.

The watercolours by children from the Tabulam Aboriginal
Public School in north-eastern New South Wales were
painted in 1954, the year the Provisional School was
converted into an Aboriginal Public School. The paintings
received a mention in Dawn, a monthly magazine published
by the New South Wales Aborigines Welfare Board that
recorded ‘conditions’ and activities on Aboriginal reserves,
stations and schools.³ (Despite its patronising tone, the
magazine is now a valuable resource of information about
Aboriginal family histories.) The Tabulam children’s paintings
are a first hand account of the experience of assimilation;
they depict impressions of daily life, the dances, the school
bus, and characters in the community including gardeners
(a planting guide was regularly published in Dawn).

The mirage of life in a ‘suburban dream’ intended for
Aboriginal reserves is parodied in Elaine Russell’s painting
of Murrin Bridge, a mission established in 1949. In her
paintings, Russell employs a faux-naive style to show a
‘façade for imperfect reality’.⁴

By way of contrast to the Tabulam children’s paintings, the
drawings by children in the mission station of Ernabella, in
the Musgrave Ranges in South Australia, reflect musings
on familiar things such as birds’ wings, the patterns of
leaves and flowers, and animal forms. Such drawings were
the basis for the designs incorporated into greeting cards,
woven wool rugs and the batik cloths for which Ernabella
became renowned.

Across the desert to the north, the adult artists at the
Lutheran mission of Hermannsburg have, since the 1930s,
worked in a European landscape tradition to honour their
ancestral lands as seen in the early works by Otto and
Helmut Pareroultja. The tradition continues to this day. On a
more whimsical note, Peter Tjutjatja Taylor has adapted the
Hermannsburg watercolour tradition for an exhibition of
‘reinterpreted ukuleles’.⁵

Cultural affirmation and the expression of ancestral
connection to country in the public domain continues to
be a major imperative for Indigenous artists. From Haasts
Bluff, Daisy Jugadai and Alice Nampitjinpa present differing
pictorial versions of the idea of home. From the cattle
station of Utopia, Roly Long Akemarr, Joe Ross Apwerl and
Eileen Bonney Akemarr and her collaborators emphasise
the significance and continuing relevance of customary
Law aligned by gender, a theme that is reflected also in
the exceptional slumped glass shields by Sam Juparrula
Wickman.

FIGURES IN THE LANDSCAPE

The relationship between an individual and his or her group
to the land is fundamental to shaping a person’s identity. In
his catalogue essay of the exhibition Open Air: Portraits in
the landscape, Andrew Sayers speaks of the way we carry
landscapes within us: ‘Landscape, and our place in it, is
Peter Tjutjatja Taylor, *Standley Chasm (Ukulele)*, 2010
Butcher Joe Nangan, *Two maban and cicada nymph*, 1964
always going to be a major part of the way we construct or perceive our separate and social selves’. This is no more true than in the case of Indigenous Australia where the person and their ancestrally endowed environment are inextricable. The notion is expressed in a range of works that focus on the image of the human or ancestral figure in the landscape. Indeed the figure may become the landscape, as in Simon Nganbe’s *Kanamkek Kimul (The Legend of Kumangoor)*, c.1960, an extraordinary imagining of the lands of the Murrinh clans around Wadeye (Port Keats) forming one gigantic anthropomorphic ancestral figure. By way of contrast, Larrtjanga Ganambarr combines aspects of both Yolngu and European mapping to describe the lands of the Ngaymil, Dathiwuy and Wangurri clans around Arnhem Bay. Neither work is intended to be geographically accurate in the European sense; rather they are maps of the mind that express cultural landscapes.

The ancestral figure may also be physically present in the landscape, as in Dicky Tayata’s depiction of a sequence of Wanjina images as they appear on a cave wall in the lands of the Ngarinyin people in the western Kimberley. The images, both on the rock wall and on Tayata’s canvas, attest to his family’s association with place over generations. In the nearby country of the Nyikina people, Butcher Joe Nangan populates the landscape with maban (clever men), spirits and ancestors in the form of humans, animals and birds that enact the Law in several series of pictorial narratives.

A particularly elaborate carved and painted figure of a spirit being in the exhibition is that of a mimih created by Crusoe Kuningbal for a public Kuninjku exchange ceremony at Maningrida in the late 1960s. The notion that a tree in the landscape may stand for the presence of a person or ancestral being is ubiquitous in Aboriginal Australia; sculptures are made from the trunks and limbs of trees; in Arnhem Land, paintings on the ‘skins’ of trees replicate clan designs applied to the torsos of participants in ritual; and in burial ceremonies forms of trees can represent the deceased. The larrakitj or hollow log memorial poles of Arnhem Land are conceived of as having human form bearing clan designs; in reference to the installation of 200 painted hollow logs in *The Aboriginal Memorial*, now at the National Gallery of Australia, Djon Mundine described the 200 poles as a ‘... forest, the environment is us, we are the environment’.

The larrakitj by Miniyawana Yunupingu were commissioned by AIATSIS to commemorate the dedication of the boardroom in the new building to Daymbalipu Mununggur (1934-1994) who was an outstanding Yolngu teacher and advocate of bilingual education, and also a signatory to the famous Yirrkala Bark Petitions that proclaimed Yolngu land rights in 1963. These larrakitj are painted in the designs of his clan, the Djapu, and that of his mother, the Gumatj. The connection between the abstracted form of the sculpture and a person is reinforced among the Tiwi of Bathurst and Melville Islands in the painted pukumani poles or tutini that surround a grave, where, as Paddy Freddy Puruntatameri put it, ‘pukumani designs are to make posts like people’.

A forest features in the Koori painter Adam Hill’s *Millennium bub*, 1999, a work that, through its text, alludes to a social landscape for future generations of Indigenous people and the necessity to keep culture and tradition alive and strong. Since the beginnings of European settlement, the figure...
in the landscape has been a constant leitmotif of non-Indigenous Australian art: acclimatising to the environment, conquering it, being defeated by it, or, as Sayers states, developing an identity through it. The Nyoongar artist Dianne Jones, however, subverts settler imagery that establishes the place of non-Indigenous people in the land, by recasting the so-called Aussie archetypes on the land and on the sand, Tom Roberts’ shearer and Max Dupain’s sunbaker, as Aboriginal.

In today’s world, the meaning of ‘likan’ even extends to a corner of a room or a street corner. It is a pertinent example of how introduced phenomena are incorporated into traditional systems of knowledge. Similarly, Indigenous artists have extended the repertoire of their art to connect to the broader community to express their beliefs and aspirations, and the enduring qualities of Indigenous society and culture.

WALLY CARUANA

Notes
There are photographs of Crusoe Kuningbal dancing with this sculpture in the late 1960s at the Djomi Museum in Maningrida. Kuningbal is famed as the singer and dancer of the Kuninjku exchange ceremony called Mamurrng. The ceremony elaborates the activities of trickster spirits called mimih and sculptures of mimih were produced by Kuningbal as a feature of the performance. Kuningbal went on to become well known for these sculptures and his sons, Crusoe Kurrdal and Owen Yalandja, continue to enliven the form.

Mimih imagery has a history of many thousands of years in western Arnhem Land as contemporary people interpret the small red figures of the ‘dynamic figure style’ of rock painting as the products of the mimih spirits themselves. The active poses of ceremony, fighting and hunting are said to be pictures of their life and the thin body forms a representation of the mimih’s actual attenuated body. Mimih live inside the rocks of the Arnhem Land escarpment and are so thin that they may pass through cracks in the rock to enter the human realm. They need to have care for the wind which can break their necks and kill them. They are mischievous and can scare game or lure hunters off their path and trap them in their rock country world.

Kuningbal’s sculptures evoke these meanings in the context of the Mamurrng ceremony where the songs and dances also address the hilarious exploits of mimih and the ghosts of the human dead. As distinct from ceremonies that address creation events, Mamurrng songs and performances are understood as the creation of individual singers. Performances were often commissioned by other language groups in the Maningrida region to celebrate the birth of a boy. The ceremony is one of a class of non-sacred ceremonies that foster good relations and trade between language groups. The songs about mimih can include sly references to the activities of known individuals and contemporary events in the community. The joy and hilarity created through the performances engender the good relations that precipitate trade. In Maningrida, Kuninjku also performed the dances of this ceremony as their contribution to major community celebrations such as the opening of new buildings or visits by dignitaries.

Kuningbal was widely regarded in the Maningrida region as the inventor of the songs and dances of this ceremony in the 1960s through until the early 1980s. The artist went on to invent a unique style of slim dotted sculpture as a way of representing the mimih and achieved major art market recognition later in his life. He inspired not just his family but a whole generation of Kuninjku to develop such sculptures for the art market.

However this work from the AIATSIS collection dates from the period before widespread marketing of these sculptures. It is an example of Kuningbal’s creativity in a ceremonial context and a precursor to his subsequent art world engagements.

CRUSOE KUNINGBAL
MIMIH FIGURE

Crusoe Kuningbal, Mimih figure fram a public mamurrng (exchange) ceremony, c.1968

DR LUKE TAYLOR
Ernabella, (left to right) drawings by unknown artist, Tjikalyinya, Tjiyangunya and Lucy, 1950s
Tabulam, (left to right) paintings by unknown artist, Donald Wilson, Harry Walker, Michael Daley, 1954
Dianne Jones, *Shearing the rams*, 2001
Kumangoor was painted sometime in the early 1960s at or near Port Keats (a mission settlement established in 1935); the town is now known as Wadeye. The painter, Simon Nganbe (also written ‘Ngambe’ or ‘Ungbear’), was the son of the well-known bark-painter, Charlie Roche Nganbe; other contemporary Port Keats painters included Nym Bandak (or Bunduk) and Charlie Mardigan. Simon Nganbe was one of several painters on bark and Masonite whose works became well known and sought after in the 1960s and 1970s.

During a visit to Port Keats in his capacity as Minister for Territories (1951 to 1963), Paul (later Sir Paul) Hasluck (MP for Curtin) obtained the painting, probably in the early 1960s. It appears that he kept it in his possession until his death in 1993 after which it was held by his long-time press secretary, Ellestan Dusting, before being given to AIATSIS in 2010.

The painting was made on Masonite. The Kanamkek-Yile Ngala Museum at Port Keats has another version of the painting made on bark by Simon Nganbe.

The image depicts the traditional story of Kumangoor or Kanamkek, ‘the Rainbow’ in the Kimul gorge area of the Fitzmaurice River (now the southern border of the Daly River-Port Keats Aboriginal Lands). Kanamkek’s authority was disputed dramatically by his son, Thiniminh, the small Leaf Nosed Bat (a cave-dwelling bat), after which the ancestors dispersed throughout the region and became totem creatures of many of the region’s present clans. This story has special significance to the Wadeye community.

The painter has combined various images in this work. First there is the steep stone country of the Kimul gorge, the site of the story of Kanamkek and Thiniminh. Second is the Fitzmaurice River along which tidal flows extend upstream for more than 60 kilometres; the extended mouth of the river contains turbulent waters even in calm weather; also depicted are the river’s many ramifying tributaries as they flow through hill country and especially the mangrove-lined mudflats. Third, around the border of the painting, there is the enveloping presence of Kanamkek in his guise as the serpent.

Nganbe has incorporated the elements of the Kanamkek-Thiniminh story: the ancestral area at the top of the image not only presents the stony surface of Kimul high above the river area where the drama took place but also the bat’s cave-like abodes. Remarkably, the entrances to the caves have become the eyes of a large anthropomorphic being, the cliffs above the river its mouth, the upper and lower river tributaries its arms and legs, and, overall, Nganbe has portrayed the powerful, ogre-like presence of the ancestral Kanamkek, once and still a being to be feared and respected.

DR GRAEME K WARD
Simon Nganbe, *Kanamkek Kimul (The Legend of Kumangoor)*, c.1960
Butcher Joe Nangan, *Maban and tree creepers*, 1964
Butcher Joe Nangan, *Untitled*, 1964
Jody Broun, Desert camp, 2000
Barbara Merritt, *Seven Sisters*, 2009
Betty West, *Kungkarrankalpa Tjukurrpa Wanarnta (The Seven Sisters Dreaming near Wanarn)*, 2009
Nym Bandak, Untitled, 1965
Sam Juparulla Wickman, *Black and White Ceremony; Men Travelling*, 2008
Daisy Napaltjarri Jugadai, Muruntji Rockhole, 2000
Adam Hill, *Millennium bub*, 1999
Alice Nampitjinpa, *Tali at Talaalpi*, 2000
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